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CHAPTER V  

DISCUSSION 

This chapter explains discussion about the position of findings by comparing 

or contrasting the finding and the written current theories which are relevant.  

In the Chapter IV, the researcher explains the finding of educational values 

in the Lion king movie and how the educational value presented in the Lion King 

Movie. The researcher analyze the movie and found many educational values in the 

Lion King Movie. Based on the the Finding in Chapter IV before, the reseacher 

found 57 data of educational value. Bravery found eleven data, while honesty found 

nine data. Continued with  confidence and potential found eight data, loyalty found 

seven data, self and discipline found six data, love and affection found four data, 

then respect,not selfish,kind and friendly found three data, fair and humanist two 

data and the last is purity found only one data. 

All parts of  educational values according to the theory of Zaim El Mubarok 

(2008:12) can be found in The Lion King Movie. We can implicate these 

educational values in daily  life. From honesty value that contained in the lion king 

movie we can learn that answering something honestly can lead us to good things. 

The lesson we can take from the brave values is that in achieving what we want, we 

should have the courage to betray what should be ours. The following is value of 

confidence and potential. Every time when we do something, we should have 

confidence in our own abilities. Optimism that we can do something worthy we will 

suggest ourselves that we will be able to achieve our goals. The next educatiobal 
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value that we can learn in the lion king movie is selft discipline. Dicipline in doing 

things that we have planned, discipline in keeping our promises, discipline in 

obeying parents' orders are good things that we should apply in daily life. The last 

educational value in part value of being is purity, every human being was born with 

a pure heart. Sometimes we carry it with us into adulthood. Having a pure heart will 

still make us feel compassion, help and etc.  

While there are six educational value that can learn in the part of the value 

of giving, the first is loyalty. In the daily  life we should have a loyal attitude. 

Having a loyal attitude can make us trusted by others, not fickle in speech, and 

reliable. The next is the value of respect, as a human who need each other we must 

have respect value. When we have respect, we will have a sense of humanity, 

tolerance, respect for differences, respect for the opinions of others and so on. The 

next value that we can take is not selfih value. Being an unselfish human being is a 

plus that we should have. We are not selfish in imposing our will, not selfish in 

achieving our desires, when we not selfih on something it does not mean we lose.  

Kind and friendly is a value that we can also take in The Lion King Movie. 

Being kind and friendly to others is the hallmark of Indonesian people. In human 

relations as social beings, we should be kind and help each other when someone 

needs our help. Having a love and affection value is also important in society. We 

should caring for fellow human beings, love for the homeland, love for parents, 

relatives, special people in our lives and so on. The last is Fair and Humanist, Fair 

and Humanist is an equally important value that we can learn in The Lion King 

Movie. Fighting for justice and providing justice can save us from conflict.  
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Not only that eleven educational values based on theory of Zaim El 

Mubarok.  The researcher also found two unique value that was found in this movie, 

those are the value of responsibility and not giving up. In daily  life we should have 

a sense of responsibility towards our obligations. The next unique value is not  

giving up. When we face trials, life problems, or difficult things, we should not 

giving up of hope, experiencing failure or defeat is a normal thing, we must rise and 

fight so as not to face the same thing in the future. 

At table 4.2 in the chapter four has presented seven data showing indirect 

values. Indirect value can only found if the audience follows the storyline of a 

movie. After watching The Lion King Movie and following the plot, the researcher 

found seven educational values that were conveyed indirectly in The Lion King 

Movie. The implicit educational values based on the research findings are self-

discipline, responsibility, never give up, brave, not selfish, loyalty, kind and 

friendly. Meanwile, All finding dialogs presented in table 4.1 are explicit 

educational values because in these dialogues the educational values are directly 

conveyed. The audience can catch or recognize the type of educational value that is 

in the dialogue directly. 

From the discussion above, it can be seen that the finding of educational 

value in the chapter four is relevant with the theory that the resecher have described 

in the chapter two. That theory is classify educational value by Zaim El Mubarok. 

According to Zaim El Mubarok (2008: 12) educational value is divided into 2 parts 

those are Value of being and Value of giving. Value of Being consist of (a) honesty, 

(b) brave, (c) confident and potential, (d) self decipline (e) purity. Meanwhile value 
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of giving consist of (a) loyalty, (b) respect, (c) love and affection, (d) not selfish, 

(e) kind and friendly, (f) fair and humanist. The educational value are presented in 

the lion king movie also relevant with the theory accordig to Taylor (1996: 3-14). 

Those are explicit and implicit educational value.  

Then, the researcher comparred this research with the previous research was 

done by Yuni Mitayani (2010) who take the same topic with the title is “Educational 

Values in The Finding Nemo Movie”. In previous reasearch, she found eight 

educational value in the “Finding Nemo” movie. Those are (a) honesty, (b) brave, 

(c) purity, (d) loyalty, (e) respectful, (f) love and affection, (g) kind and friendly, 

(h) sacrifice, and (i) not selfish. In her research there are 22 data found in Finding 

Nemo movie. Honesty found two data, brave found two data, purity two data, 

loyalty found three data, respectful found two data,  love and affection are three 

data, kind and friendly found four data, sacrifice found two data, and not selfish 

also found two data. 

The researcher concluded that every movie has differences and some 

similarities in finding educational values. Researcher had proven by comparing this 

research with previous studies that use different object. The result is that in Finding 

Nemo movie found eight educational values and in The Lion King movie found all 

categories of educational value based on theory of Zaim El Mubarok. 

 

 

 


